Re: Pole-Safe® Skirt Model SPMKDN-2S

Pedestrian Pole Skirts for Pole-Safe

Recently it was brought to our attention by our new Maryland Safety Distributor Traffic Systems & Technology that the current Maryland State Highway specification for Pedestrian Traffic Poles on Transpo’s Pole-Safe breakaway system calls for an 8” bolt circle. Contractors had been “trimming” our 10”-15” B.C. skirt for use with this new, smaller pedestrian pole.

To accommodate the requirements in Maryland, we are now offering an 8”-10” four piece adjustable skirt for use with our Pole-Safe Model SPM-5100 with Type B Ferruled Anchors, which is Maryland’s State Standard Specification.

NOTE: The skirt is sized for the height of the 5100 Pole-Safe Coupling. It measures 5” from the foundation to the top of the coupling. There is approximately a 1/16” air slot at the top of the skirt.

The part number for this Ped-Pole skirt is SPMKDN-2S and the list price is the same as the 10”-15” skirt.